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Abstract

Mental representations of numbers are spatially organized along a Mental Number Line (MNL).
One widely proven manifestation of this relationship is the Spatial Numerical Association of Response Codes (SNARC) effect. It refers to the phenomenon of faster responses to numbers when
there is congruency between the reaction side and the number position on the MNL. Although
long-term memory is considered to house the MNL, short-term memory (STM) load may also
modulate responses to numbers and the SNARC effect. Our question, however, was not how STM
content modulates the SNARC effect observed in responses to digits, but rather how the MNL
representation affects the number retrieval from STM. Each trial began with four digits presented
horizontally in a spatial sequence (prime stimuli), which were then replaced by one of the priming
digits as a single target. The task required participants to recall the exact location of the target. The
SNARC effect occurred only in the retrieval of left-sided digits, most likely because of the generally
better processing of right-sided ones, as well as in reaction to digits presented more laterally. Moreover, memory processing was more efficient with low-magnitude numbers, which may suggest
that they trigger attention shifting. We conclude that the MNL affects not only the responses to
numbers obtained in typical SNARC-induction tasks, such as number detection, parity judgment
or magnitude comparison, but also memorization and retrieval of them. Importantly, this effect
seems to be dependent on the exact position of a digit in STM.
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Introduction
The connection between numerical cognition and spatial cognition

left hand than the right. This effect has been replicated many times with

has been demonstrated in a number of behavioural as well as clinical

the use of different paradigms and types of stimuli or tasks (for a review

studies (for a review see Fias & Fischer, 2005; Hubbard, Piazza, Pinel,

see Fias & Fischer, 2005; Fias, van Dijck, & Gevers, 2011; Fischer &

& Dehaene, 2005). A clear example of this relationship is the Spatial

Shaki, 2014; Wood, Nuerk, Willmes, & Fischer, 2008), and it occurs

Numerical Association of Response Codes (SNARC) effect (Dehaene,

even when the processed number magnitudes are completely irrelevant

Bossini, & Giraux, 1993). This effect refers to an association between

to the task (e.g., Fias, Brysbaert, Geypens, & d’Ydewalle, 1996; Fias,

numerical magnitude and the side of response. Participants’ responses
to larger magnitude numbers are faster with their right than with their
left hand, and their responses to smaller numbers are faster with their
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Lauwereyns, & Lammertyn, 2001; Lammertyn, Fias, & Lauwereyns,

687). The sequence was then replaced by a single one-digit number to

2002).

perform the parity judgment task (the aim of which was to reveal the

The SNARC effect is also independent of the stimuli’s modality

SNARC effect), while simultaneously committing the spatial locations

(Fischer, Shaki, & Cruise, 2009; Nuerk, Wood, & Willmes, 2005) and

of the previously presented numbers to memory. After the parity judg-

of the number rotation (Ganor-Stern & Tzelgov, 2008; Nuerk et al.,

ment test, participants were required to recall the spatial location of

2005; Reynvoet & Brysbaert, 2004), as it has been observed for visual

one digit from the sequence. The authors assumed that the memory

and auditory stimuli as well as for Arabic digits, word numerals, or

task would interfere with the parity judgment and that the storage of

dots in arrays. This effect has been interpreted in terms of a theory of

the spatial organization of the sequence would modulate the SNARC

the analogue representations of magnitudes, which is associated with

effect. Indeed, they observed an impact of STM representations on the

the concept of the Mental Number Line (MNL), on which numbers

SNARC effect assessed by the parity judgment task. More precisely, the

are spatially organized from left to right according to their numeri-

SNARC effect was obtained only in the trials with ascending or ran-

cal magnitudes (Dehaene, 1992). These representations are stored in

domly ordered sequences that were stored in memory. These findings

long-term memory (LTM), which may suggest that this type of LTM-

confirm that spatial-numerical relationships are not characterized by

dependent information is responsible for eliciting the SNARC effect.

automatic cognitive processing. Instead, memory load and the strate-

However, a substantial amount of research has shown that short-term

gies responsible for coding digits in STM drive the SNARC effect.

memory (STM) processing plays an important role in the generation

Moreover, it is possible that numbers and space have no intrinsic

and/or modulation of this spatial-numerical relationship (for a review

and obligatory relationship, and that rather this association is con-

see Fias et al., 2011). The SNARC effect has been studied with the use

structed during an experiment on the basis of the task’s instructions or

of a variety of tasks and types of stimuli. However, the most common

the context of stimuli during the performance of the task. This would

methods, which induce this spatial-numerical association in reaction

mean that the spatial-numerical association is more modifiable than

times (RTs) and correctness of responses, are parity judgment and

expected if the LTM-related representations were the sole driver of

magnitude comparison tasks. Other methods reported in the literature

the relationship. For example, the relationship between a particular

are based on stimulus detection, line bisection, pointing (related to,

number and the side of response is dependent on the range of numbers

e.g., assessment of the number location on the line flanked by reference

used in the experiment (Dehaene et al., 1993) and the magnitude of a

numbers), random number generation, or counting (for a review see

reference number (Ben Nathan, Shaki, Salti, & Algom, 2009). Others

Fischer & Shaki, 2014). Surprisingly, there are no reports concerning

have demonstrated that the SNARC effect can be easily modulated by

the use of number recall rates as an indicator of the SNARC effect, so

task instruction, for example, imagining numbers on a clock face ver-

the question (and one of our goals) is whether these behavioral indices

sus a ruler (Bächtold, Baumüller, & Brugger, 1998), and by the activity

can be applied for this purpose. More precisely, we hypothesized that

preceding the SNARC task, for example, scanning text written in a lan-

congruency between the spatial positions of all numbers in the memo-

guage that requires a particular direction of reading (Shaki & Fischer,

rized stimulus and their spatial positions on the MNL would facilitate

2008). All of these facts seem to indicate that the relationship between

the time and accuracy of their retrieval from STM. Thus, we assumed

numbers and space is created during a task, which means that STM

that it would be easier to retrieve, for example, digit 2 from STM when

and its contents have an important contribution to the SNARC effect

it had been displayed on the left side of the stimuli than when it was

profile (i.e., whether the SNARC effect is clearly pronounced, rather

presented on the right side, which should be reflected in faster and

indistinct, or even reversed). The impact of STM has also been tested

more correct recalls.

through the use of a dual-task procedure (Herrera, Macizo, & Semenza,

The Impact of STM Load on the
Spatial Numerical Association of
Response Codes Effect

2008). In that study, participants completed the magnitude comparison
task in a single-comparison condition (without any additional task) or
in a dual-task condition (with an additional task that required storing
a specific type of information in memory for later recall). The authors

A great range of experimental data confirms the role of working

concluded that the SNARC effect could be modulated or suppressed

memory in formation of the spatial-numerical association. For ex-

under the conditions of working memory load. The spatial-numerical

ample, the profile of this spatial-numerical link may be the result of

association thus depends on the availability of STM resources and the

individual strategies used in particular task requirements (Fischer,

type of information that has to be memorized.

2006). Lindemann, Abolafia, Pratt, and Bekkering (2008) investigated
whether the SNARC effect was caused by the current cognitive coding
strategies of each participant. The researchers modulated the SNARC
effect by using a particular sequential order of digits and the activation

The Effect of Item Ordinal Position
in Short-Term Memory on the
Spatial-Numerical Association

of their representation in working memory. The participants were asked

The order of the objects that are displayed to be memorized could also

to memorize the spatial locations of three different digits presented in

be essential to the formation of a spatial character of number repre-

a horizontal arrangement. This sequence could have had an ascending

sentations. A study by van Dijck and Fias (2011) showed that mental

order (e.g., 456), a descending order (e.g., 432), or a random order (e.g.,

associations with spatial locations (left/right) were related to the serial
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at the end of the stimuli sequence. Consequently, in their study, the

The Distinction Between the
Effects of Long-Term Memory
and Short-Term Memory
Representations on the
Relationship Between Numbers
and Space

magnitude of the numbers (and their position on the MNL) was not

Van Dijck and Fias (2011) have suggested that the OPE and the SNARC

associated with the side of the response. Furthermore, they found that

effect cannot be obtained during the same task because they are mutu-

the OPE could be obtained in the subsequent choice response task for

ally exclusive. However, in a recent study, Ginsburg and Gevers (2015)

not only numbers but for any type of stimuli stored in STM; the stimuli

questioned this suggestion by demonstrating that both effects engage

could even be fruit and vegetable names. That is to say, the vegetable

two different representations and that spatial-numerical associations

and fruit names presented at the beginning of the sequence (and stored

are the result of number representations in LTM as well as the number

in STM first) were mentally associated with the left side, which resulted

order of the displayed material stored in STM. In their experiment, par-

in faster left-side responses to them. On the contrary, any words pre-

ticipants in each trial were required to memorize a sequence of num-

sented at the end of the temporal sequence were mentally linked to the

bers, respond to a single one-digit number in a magnitude judgment

right side and resulted in faster right-side reactions.

task, and finally to recall the number sequence from the beginning of

position of an item in working memory, which has been called the
Ordinal Position Effect (OPE). This effect suggests that stimuli that are
positioned at the beginning of a sequence stored in STM are associated with the left side and subsequently receive faster response with
the left hand, similarly for the right side and items placed in memory

The role of ordinal information (not the effect of stimuli appearance

the trial. Moreover, during one part of the paradigm (the “inducer”

order but rather the mental representation of ordering) in evoking the

part), the participants were asked to complete a magnitude judgment

spatial-numerical relationship has also been discussed in the context of

task for all presented numbers, whereas during another part (the “diag-

the studies focused on SNARC-like effects, observed for letters, names

nostic” part), they performed this task only for the numbers previously

of the days of the week, and names of the months (Gevers, Reynvoet,

displayed in the sequence using a “GO/NO-GO” procedure. The aim

& Fias, 2004). Although such a type of information is not quantita-

of this procedure was to ensure that the participants would process the

tive per se, it has been argued that names of months or letters of the

numbers displayed in the sequence in their working memory for the

alphabet can activate the spatial-numerical representations due to

diagnostic part. The authors demonstrated that in the experimental

learned relationships between, for example, months and the numbers

condition, when participants reacted to all numbers in a one to nine

that represent them in the sequence (e.g., the Roman numeral III for

interval (inducer task), the typical SNARC effect was visible, whereas

March). However, this spatial representation of ordinal information

no significant interaction between the serial position of the memorized

has been recently shown for a type of material that has no reference to

numbers and response side (no OPE) was present. On the contrary,

mental numerical representation, namely for Chinese words for color

during the GO/NO-GO condition, the position of memorized num-

names (Zhang et al., 2016). They occur in a specific order in the color

bers resulted in a clear OPE but no SNARC effect. Most recently Huber,

spectrum but have no spatial or numerical connotation for Chinese

Klein, Moeller, and Willmes (2016) investigated the relationship be-

people.

tween the SNARC effect and the OPE by manipulation of the number

The literature reviewed above clearly demonstrates that the SNARC

of digits in the stored sequence as well as the number range used in the

effect is not necessarily driven by number magnitude and the MNL

task. They confirmed the co-existence of both effects. In addition, they

in LTM but rather by the relationship between space and order posi-

revealed that using the number interval from one to 10 (instead of one

tion of an item in working memory. This again suggests that the way

to nine) can reduce the SNARC effect strength. In their opinion, this is

in which numbers are stored in working memory is crucial for the

why the results obtained by Lindemann et al. (2008) and, for example,

SNARC effect. However, this finding can be questioned by the observa-

van Dijck and Fias (2011) differ: because of the specificity of two-digit

tion that the SNARC effect is also present in cases when a memory task

numbers processing and some problems with the parity judgment of 0

is not performed and participants still remember the numbers in the

(see Nuerk, Moeller, Klein, Willmes, & Fischer, 2011).

presented order (such as during the single task in the study by Herrera
viduals store numbers in STM as a set of stimuli, and that during the

The Goals and Research Questions
of the Present Study

performance of the task, they order them according to their numerical

Our question was whether it would be reasonable to examine the STM

magnitude to assist with memory processing, which could be a type

impact on the SNARC effect by using a simpler paradigm and a more

of strategy. Also, it cannot be excluded that spatial-numerical associa-

direct method than the ones used in the studies reviewed above. First,

tion is related to the particular order of numbers represented in LTM,

to study the effect of the interaction between STM and LTM represen-

which is an effect of the way of counting and experiences with ordinal

tations on the SNARC effect manifested during retrieval, we proposed

numerals. Consequently, in case of there being no additional memory

a task that did not evoke any interference between the SNARC and

task, a manner of ordering the numbers may affect the way someone

OPE, as in the study by Ginsburg and Gevers (2015). The task designed

memorizes number material.

for our experiment required the retrieval of spatial positions of the

et al., 2008). Fias, van Dijck, and Gevers (2011) proposed that indi-
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digits stored in STM, all being displayed at the same time on a screen,
similar to the study of Lindemann et al. (2008). We assumed that

Method and Participants

despite presenting the spatial sequence of digits (instead of temporal

After providing informed consent, 28 volunteers (Mage = 26 years;

sequences of single digits) the cognitive effect in memory processing

age range: 19-53 years; 24 women and four men) participated in the

would be the same: generating the sequence of items to remember and

experiment. All of the participants were healthy, had no history of neu-

to retrieve. However, the difference between other experiments and the

rological problems, were right-handed (their handedness was assessed

one we developed is that we did not include an additional task to elicit

by self-declaration), and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. In

the SNARC effect or modulation of the effect (e.g., the parity judgment

addition, the participants were unaware of the purpose of the study and

task). In this manner, we measured the effect more directly with the use

they took part in the experiment for course credit.

of a memory task that required only the recall of the spatial position
not how the SNARC effect (measured by parity judgment or number

Apparatus, Stimuli, and
Presentation

comparison tasks) was modulated by concurrent STM load, as that

The participants were comfortably seated at 60 cm in front of a com-

has been widely reported in the literature. We were more interested

puter monitor and were instructed to fixate on the centre of the screen

in how the stable MNL representation can modulate the way we recall

at all times. The stimuli were presented on a 17 in. CRT screen with a

and process numerical information in STM. This means that we were

resolution of 1,680 × 1,050 pixels and a 60 Hz refresh rate. The partici-

interested in the reverse direction of the effect by asking how the LTM

pants responded by using four keys on a standard QWERTY keyboard.

representation of numbers influences the STM representations in im-

The left hand was used to press the left Shift and z keys, and the right

mediate recall. The expected modulation may prove that MNL affects

hand was used to press the / and right Shift keys. The stimulus presen-

not only one’s response to detected numbers but also the retrieval of

tation and the recording of the participants’ responses were controlled

numbers as well.

by Presentation software (v. 12.1; www.neurobs.com).

of one digit displayed in the row of four. Moreover, our question was

To put it simply, there are three essential differences between the
experimental designs used in the previous studies and our concept

Stimuli and Experimental Design

of studying the role of STM processing in the spatial-numerical as-

Per each trial, the stimuli consisted of a single centrally displayed

sociation. We did not use the most typical task to evoke the SNARC

digit (the target stimulus) or a row of 4 digits presented laterally to the

effect, we did not use any additional memory task in the procedure

centrally displayed fixation point (the prime stimuli). The single digits

(we loaded STM and evoked the SNARC effect by means of one task),

were presented in a black font, 16 × 10 mm in size, and extended 1.53°

and consequently, there was no STM load with the material different

vertically and 0.95° horizontally. Each row of four digits was 16 × 80

from numbers (as proposed by Herrera et al., 2008). These three issues

mm in size, and extended 1.53° vertically and 7.64° horizontally. All of

become important when we take into account that the type of mate-

the stimuli were presented on a light grey background (RGB 150, 150,

rial stored in STM (verbal/spatial) and the type of task for evoking the

150). The stimuli comprised the following digits: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, or 9.

SNARC effect (parity judgment/magnitude comparison) differently

Each trial started with a prime stimulus of four digits (two on the

impact the SNARC effect’s strength. This has been demonstrated in the

right and two on the left) that flanked the central fixation point (a black

dual-task procedure with two types of material upload and two types of

cross sign, 3 × 3 mm, extending 0.34° vertically and horizontally) and

the SNARC-induction tasks by van Dijck, Gevers, and Fias (2009).

was presented for 500 ms (see Figure 1). Each digit was displayed in

Additionally, we were interested in whether this effect would be

one of four horizontal locations among the other stimuli: laterally left,

more pronounced in trials with digits displayed in the most lateral

medially left (on the left side, but closer to the fixation point), medially

positions in the stimuli, which would confirm the linear nature of the

right, and laterally right. The participants were asked to remember all of

SNARC effect, as well as the horizontal organization of number repre-

the digits and their spatial positions, and the prime stimulus was sub-

sentations order in MNL and its influence on number retrieval profi-

sequently replaced by a centrally displayed fixation point for 1 s. After

ciency. Thus, the trials enabled the involvement of both STM and LTM

that, the target digit, which consisted of a single digit that had been

representations of numbers in one task and helped determine whether

presented previously in the prime stimulus, was displayed centrally on

the SNARC effect occurs in STM when the spatial location of the digits

the screen. The participant was asked to recall the spatial location of

(i.e., the representation of the particular number magnitude together

this digit in the previously presented stimulus (laterally left, medially

with its spatial position in the stimulus) is retrieved. In other words,

left, medially right, or laterally right). The digit was presented until the

we were interested in whether only the exact location of each digit in

motor response occurred. The participants were instructed to respond

the spatial sequence (independent of their congruency) determines the

as quickly and as accurately as possible by pressing the proper key (in

memory trace of all numbers composing the stimulus during retrieval

relation to the spatial position of the target digit in the stimulus). The

or whether the number representations in the MNL (which are LTM-

left Shift key corresponded to the laterally left position, the z key to the

dependent) have an additional (or even pivotal) impact on the retrieval

medially left position, the / key to the medially right, and the right Shift

of the spatial localization of all elements from STM.

key to the laterally right. According to the MNL organization, the digits
in the stimuli were defined as left/low-magnitude (1 and 2), middle
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(4, 5, and 6), and right/high magnitude digits (8 and 9). The use of a

tions): congruent with a low-magnitude number (1 or 2 on the left side

numerical interval from one to nine (which is often used in studies

of the row of digits in the lateral or medial left position), congruent

on the SNARC effect) leads to the number five being mentally located

with a high magnitude number (8 or 9 in the lateral or medial right

exactly in the middle. Consequently, this number is mentally processed

location), incongruent with a low-magnitude number (with 1 or 2 on

neither as a low- nor as a high magnitude. Although the task was not to

the right side of the row of digits in the lateral or medial right position),

compare the numerical magnitudes (which means that the magnitude

and incongruent with a high magnitude number (8 or 9 in the lateral

was irrelevant to the task instruction), the effect size was expected to

or medial left location). Trials with the middle magnitude numbers

be weaker for the number five as well as the two adjacent numbers (be-

(4, 5 and 6) were considered neutral trials, and these digits were also

cause of the established relationship between the number magnitude

displayed in all four locations in the prime stimuli. The experimental

and the size of the bias of the SNARC effect). We were most interested

procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.

in the effect observed for the numbers positioned in the numerical

The experimental session consisted of 96 trials and lasted ap-

distances that were on the far left and right (e.g., similar to the study by

proximately 10 min. Thirty-two of these trials were congruent, 32 were

Fischer, Castel, Dodd, & Pratt, 2003, or Gut, Szumska, Wasilewska, &

incongruent, and the others were neutral. The same number of trials

Jaśkowski, 2012, which used only the numbers 1, 2, 8 and 9).

had low- and high magnitude numbers used as the targets. The order

However, in addition to the low and high numbers, we decided

of the digits in the stimuli was presented in a pseudo-random man-

to use a third group of numbers (consisting of 4, 5, and 6) called the

ner to exclude the possibility that two numbers of the same magnitude

middle numbers to investigate the MNL representation and the spatial

category were displayed on the same side of the stimulus (e.g., 2 in the

pattern of the number sequence in STM when being retrieved. Based

medially right location and 1 in the laterally right location). The aim of

on the dependence of the SNARC effect on the relative magnitudes of

this pseudo-randomization was to prevent the conceivable influence of

the interval used in a particular task (Dehaene et al., 1993, Experiment

the adjacent number magnitude on the processing and retrieval of the

3), we believed that during task completion, participants would process

second digit of the pair. In other words, we assumed that the second

the numbers 1 and 2 as the low numbers, 8 and 9 as the high numbers,

number on the same side of the prime stimulus might contribute to

and the numbers 4, 5, and 6 as the numbers being in the middle of

a better recalling of the target if their magnitudes were compatible

this interval. The lack of numbers 3 and 7 additionally enhanced (and

because the numbers were in the same category and were associated

sharpened) this division of the stimuli into three clearly separated

with the same side of the MNL as well as the response side, thus leading

sets.

to the congruity effect (see Nuerk, Bauer, Krummenacher, Heller, &

A trial was defined as congruent when the side of the target digit

Willmes, 2005).The order of the trials was randomized between sub-

presentation (left/right) in the row of numbers was consistent with its

jects. Before the experiment the participants familiarized themselves

location on the MNL (left-right), and as incongruent in the opposite

with the task and stimuli by performing a short training block of 10

case (e.g., if the digit 2 had been presented on the right side of the prime

trials.

stimulus). Thus, there were four types of trials (experimental condi-

Figure 1.
Experimental paradigm. A prime-stimulus consisting of a row of four numbers presented in four horizontal positions precedes
a target stimulus, which is one of the numbers displayed in the prime. Participants are required to memorize the prime stimulus and then to determine what was the position of the single number displayed later as the target.
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Afterwards, the data including the timing of the stimulus pres-

displayed on the left side (936 ms) than for those displayed on the right

entations and the recorded responses from all trials were used in the

(866 ms). Additionally, position had a significant main effect, F(1, 27)

analysis of the mean reaction time (RT) and the mean percentage of

= 20.37, p < .01, ηp2 = .43, with faster responses to the digits presented

correct responses (PC). Matlab software (v. 7.0.4; The MathWorks Inc.,

more laterally in the stimuli (873 ms) than for those displayed medi-

Natick, MA, 2000) was used to determine the mean RTs and PCs based

ally (929 ms). Moreover, a significant interaction was found between

on the raw data for each experimental condition on its own. The mean

magnitude and side of stimuli presentation, F(1, 27) = 15.11, p < .01,

RTs and PCs for each participant and experimental condition were

ηp2 = .36, between magnitude and position, F(2, 27) = 3.28, p < .05, ηp2

analysed using SPSS software (v.22.0.0.1).

= .11, and between position and side of stimuli presentation, F(1, 27)
= 5.49, p < .05, ηp2 = .17, and a three-factor interaction of Magnitude

Results

× Position × Side of Stimuli Presentation, F(1, 27) = 3.45, p < .05, ηp2 =

The incorrect responses, anticipatory responses (faster than 150 ms)

Percentage of Correct Responses

.11, was also significant.

and delayed responses (slower than 5 s), were all treated as errors
(0.01% and 0.09% of all motor reactions, respectively) and were not
included in the RT analyses.
To examine the effect of number magnitude and of the side and
exact location (position) of the digit presentation on the mean RTs
and PCs, the data were submitted to a three-factor repeated-measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA). We used the Magnitude (3), Position
(2), and Side of Stimuli Presentation (2) as the within-subject factors
and the RTs and PCs as the dependent variables. The mean response
error rate was 8.6% and the mean RT was 901 ms.

Similarly, the ANOVA for the PCs demonstrated a significant effect
of magnitude, F(2, 27) = 6.68, p < .01, ηp2 = .20, and side of stimuli
presentation, F(1, 27) = 7.80, p < .01, ηp2 = .22. The PC was significantly
greater for the middle (91.25%) than for the high (90.17%) magnitude
numbers, t(27) = 2.32, p < .05, and the PCs were greater for the digits
displayed on the right (93.04%) than on the left (89.7%). None of the
remaining differences reached significance. We also observed significant interactions between magnitude and side of stimuli presentation,
F(1, 27) = 3.76, p < .05, ηp2 = .12, between magnitude and position,
F(2, 27) = 3.38, p < .05, ηp2 = .11, and a three-factor interaction between

Reaction Times

all of these factors, F(2, 27) = 8.23, p < .01, ηp2 = .23.

In terms of RT, the three-factor ANOVA, with Magnitude (3), Position

Interaction Between Magnitude
and Position Factors

(2), and Side of Stimuli Presentation (2) as the factors, revealed that
there was a significant effect of magnitude, F(2, 27) = 8.759, p < .01, ηp2
= .25, with significant differences (Bonferroni correction, used for all
post hoc analysis) between the RTs for low-magnitude digits (888 ms)
and high magnitude ones (926 ms), t(27) = 2.84, p < .05, as well as between the RTs for low and middle digits (925 ms), t(27) = 3.88, p < .01.
There was also a significant main effect of side of stimuli presentation,
F(1, 27) = 7.68, p < .05, ηp2 = .22, with a slower mean RT for the digits

As illustrated in Figure 2, which presents the Magnitude × Position
interaction, the mean RT for the low-magnitude numbers (856 ms)
was faster than for the high magnitude ones (891 ms), t(27) = 3.14, p <
.01, and middle-magnitude numbers (913 ms), t(27) = 5.19, p < .01, for
laterally presented digits, whereas digits that were displayed medially
in the stimuli did not show a significant difference in mean RTs.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

The interaction between the magnitude and the position
of the digit in the mean reaction time (RT; represented by
bars) and the percentage of correct responses (PC; represented by lines). The error bars represent the CI from normalized data, with Morey correction (see Morey, 2008).

The interaction between the magnitude and the presentation side of the digit in the mean reaction time (RT; represented by bars) and the percentage of correct responses
(PC; represented by lines). The error bars represent the CI
from normalized data.
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The pattern of the differences between the mean PCs was similar

middle-magnitude ones was significant, t(27) = 4.54, p < .01. However,

for numbers presented laterally but not for those presented medi-

we did not obtain this pattern of differences in the PCs. The significant

ally. Specifically, for digits that were presented laterally, there was a

differences were associated only with the left-side presentations and

significant difference between the PCs for low-magnitude numbers

the mean PC was greater in trials with low-magnitude digits (92.29%)

(93.73%) and high ones (90.57%), t(27) = 2.48, p <.05, and between

than with middle-magnitude digits (89.28%), t(27) = 2.57, p < .05, and

low- and middle- (90.07%) magnitude numbers, t(27) = 2.59, p < .05.

high magnitude digits (87.54%), t(27) = 3.73, p < .01.

In contrast, in the trials with medially presented digits, there was only
a significant difference between the PCs for high (89.77%) and middle(92.43%) magnitude numbers, t(27) = 2.96, p < .01.

Interaction Between Magnitude
and Side of Presentation Factors

Interaction Between Side of
Presentation and Position Factors
The interaction between position and side of stimuli presentation was
the result of faster RTs to the digits displayed laterally than to those
displayed medially in trials with digits presented on both the right and

As shown in Figure 3, which illustrates the Magnitude × Side of

left side (848 vs. 885 ms, t[27] = 2.13, p < .05, and 898 vs. 974 ms,

Presentation interaction, when the numbers were displayed on the

t[27] = 6.46, p < .01, respectively). This pattern of differences seems to

left, the RTs were faster for low-magnitude digits (900 ms) than for

be consistent with the main effect of the position factor and the faster

middle- (933 ms), t(27) = 2.58, p < .01, and high- (972 ms) magnitude

retrieval of digits that are presented laterally.

digits, t(27) = 5.95, p < .01. Additionally, the difference between the RTs
for the middle- and high magnitude numbers was significant, t(27) =
3.23, p < .01. For numbers with a right-side presentation, the difference
between the RTs for low- (875 ms) and high magnitude numbers (856

Interaction Between Side of
Presentation, Magnitude, and
Position Factors

ms) was not significant. However, the participants responded faster to

In Figure 4, the three-factor interaction between magnitude, position,

low- than to middle-magnitude numbers (916 ms), t(27) = 2.76, p <

and side of stimuli presentation for RTs and PCs as dependent variables

.05. Moreover, the difference between the RTs for high magnitude and

is illustrated. We found that, when low-magnitude numbers were pre-

Figure 4.
The interaction between the magnitude, position, and side of the digit’s presentation in the mean reaction time (RT; represented by bars) and percentage of correct responses (PC; represented by lines). The error bars represent the CI from normalized data. The values of descriptive statistics illustrated in the figure are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1.
Mean and SEM Values Calculated for Reaction Times (RTs) and Percentages Correct responses (PCs), and CIs for RTs in All Experimental Conditions (for Each Side of Presentation, Number Magnitude, and Exact Position of Target)
Number
magnitude

Side of
presentation

Number position in prime stimuli
Lateral

Medial

RT
Low
Middle
High

PC

M

SEM

CI

M

RT

PC

SEM

M

SEM

CI

M

SEM

Left

845

33

18.27

94.08

1.5

956

33

12.63

90.5

1.4

Right

867

29

18.05

93.37

1.53

883

33

17.04

92.86

1.4

Left

912

30

15.63

87.21

2.68

954

28

18.48

91.35

1.58

Right

913

32

19.97

92.94

1.42

919

36

16.1

93.52

1.3

Left

952

30

12.6

85.66

2.42

991

32

20.71

89.42

1.87

Right

829

26

16.85

95.47

0.56

886

34

17.18

90.11

1.76

Note. Reaction time (RT), percentage of correct responses (PC)

sented on the left side (congruent trials), the mean RT was significantly

centre between low and high) that were presented laterally to a central

shorter for the digits that were displayed more laterally than for those

fixation point in four positions, each differing in terms of their side and

that were displayed more medially, t(27) = 6.65, p < .01. There was no

distance from the central point. This experiment enabled us to answer

significant difference in the mean RT for laterally versus medially-

the question of whether the memorization and retrieval of numerical

presented low numbers when displayed on the right (incongruent tri-

material from STM is more effective when numbers are presented in

als). However, we obtained a mirrored pattern of results in the trials

a spatial location that is congruent with their positions on the MNL.

with high magnitude targets. There was no difference between the

We observed an influence of STM load (stored with numerical mate-

RTs for laterally- and medially-presented digits displayed on the left,

rial) on the spatial-numerical association of retrieved material (which

but for high magnitude numbers that were displayed on the right, the

confirmed findings from previous studies) and that it was feasible to

mean RT was shorter for those presented more laterally than for those

examine the SNARC effect without the use of an additional task (over-

presented more medially, t(27) = 2.54, p < .05. The pattern of differ-

loading the memory resources in dual-task procedure) influencing

ences for the numbers 4, 5, and 6 resembled the pattern obtained for

the typical (e.g., parity or magnitude judgment) task performance as

low-magnitude numbers–that is, there was no difference between the

it was being developed, for example, in the experiments by Herrera et

RTs for laterally versus medially presented numbers displayed on the

al. (2008) or Ginsburg and Gevers (2015). Instead, it was investigated

right. However, there were shorter RTs for laterally presented numbers

directly by a recalling index, and the numbers were not presented in

than for medially presented ones in the case of left side presentation,

a temporal sequence; all four numbers were presented at the same

t(27) = 2.56, p < .05.

time in a spatial order from left to right. The obtained results seem

In the trials with neutral numbers, however, there was no signifi-

to confirm that the SNARC effect in memory task depends, in fact,

cant difference between the mean PCs for both the digits presented on

on the interaction of STM and LTM representations of numbers. The

the left and those presented on the right (see Figure 4). The differences

mechanisms of this are likely twofold. First, the MNL representation

between the mean PC in trials with low versus high numbers were con-

in LTM influences the time and accuracy of retrieval of numbers with

sistent with those observed for the RTs. The PCs for low numbers were

their positions from STM. In other words, congruency between the

greater for targets that were displayed laterally on the left than for those

position of a number in the prime stimulus and its position on the

that were displayed medially on the left, t(27) = 2.44, p < .05, whereas

MNL affects the retrieval efficiency. Second, the exact position in the

the difference between the PCs in the trials with targets presented on

prime stimulus stored in STM is also crucial for the retrieval process

the right was not significant. In the case of high magnitude numbers

(the SNARC effect may be modulated by this). These results are not

displayed on the right side, there was a greater mean PC for laterally

new and have been revealed in previous studies on this topic. However,

presented targets than for targets presented medially, t(27) = 3.71, p

the modulation of the SNARC effect by the sequence position of the

< .01.

displayed digits has only been previously investigated by manipulating
the temporal order position (as in the study by Ginsburg & Gevers,
2015, or Huber et al., 2016). Moreover, the effect of congruency seems

Discussion

to be different for low and high numbers. Additionally, despite the in-

In this study, we investigated the SNARC effect by asking participants
to remember and retrieve stimuli consisting of low and high magnitude numbers as well as middle numbers (mentally positioned in the
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and high numbers. The SNARC effect was only found for the trials with

they did not observe the same congruity effect for physically small

left-sided targets, probably because of the main effect of the magnitude

targets. Moreover, they did not obtain the SNARC effect in the relation-

and the exact position factors. The obtained results confirmed several

ship between side of response and side of target presentation. What is

findings indicating the general significance of the side of presentation

important, the authors proved that the size congruity effects as well as

or attentional processing depending on the numerical magnitude.

generally faster RTs to numerically larger numbers were not dependent

The Effect of Number Magnitude
One of these findings concerns the effect of number magnitude, as the

on the absolute physical size or other perceptual features of the stimuli
used in the tasks. Instead, they were dependent on the processing of the
number magnitudes of targets.

fastest responses were to low numbers. Thus, 1 and 2 were elicited eas-

The faster RT associated with low-magnitude numbers (which

ier, independent of their position in the stimuli (i.e., also independent

here is a sign of their faster retrieval) could be described as an effect

of their congruency). However, at the same time, the results obtained

of the greater ease and automatic nature of processing smaller num-

for the RTs were not consistent with the greater PCs for low-magnitude

bers as well as an effect of our familiarity and more frequent every-

numbers. Specifically, there was an effect of magnitude on PC, but the

day use of the numbers 1 or 2. This influence of familiarity is further

difference in the percentage of correct responses was only significant

proof of the effect of LTM representations on responses to numbers.

between middle and high magnitude numbers. This may suggest the

This finding reflects a well-known relationship–that is, that the more

involvement of small numbers rather than memory capabilities in

familiar and practiced the stimuli, the more efficient the retrieval of

driving attention. In fact, this importance of low-magnitude numbers

them and, subsequently, the faster the response. This relationship is

is not surprising when we consider, for one, data from some studies

also consistent with the results of studies using the Random Number

on shifting attention by small numbers, and two, their prevalence in

Generation (RNG) task; these studies have revealed that individuals

everyday experience.

produce low-magnitude numbers more frequently than high magni-

Low-magnitude numbers guide our attention, which has been

tude ones (Boland & Hutchinson, 2000; Loetscher & Brugger, 2007;

proven by demonstrating an attentional bias slightly towards the left

Rath, 1966). Some authors (e.g., Loetscher & Brugger, 2007) have

side of the MNL in the numerical intervals bisection task (Göbel,

claimed that more frequent producing of small numbers is related to

Calabria, Farne, & Rossetti, 2006; Longo & Lourenco, 2007; Longo,

the spatial representation of numbers, whereas others (e.g., Rath, 1966)

Lourenco, & Francisco, 2012). This effect, called pseudoneglect, has

have suggested that this is an effect of the fact that low numbers are

been established not only for numbers (for a review, see Umiltà, Priftis,

learned earlier and they are processed more frequently. On the one

& Zorzi, 2009). Schwarz and Eiselt (2009) demonstrated an advantage

hand, this interpretation seems to be in line with findings from studies

of low-magnitude numbers in a study on temporal perception of digits.

on numerical competencies in infants, which showed that an ability to

Small numbers were perceived as presented earlier than larger num-

discriminate small numbers of objects is observed even in very young

bers, which was interpreted as the effect of faster processing of smaller

individuals (for a review see Dehaene, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Cohen,

numbers. Cai and Li (2015) demonstrated this link between numerical

1998; Dehaene, Molko, Cohen, & Wilson, 2004; Feigenson, Dehaene,

magnitude and spatial attention by testing the ability of small and large

& Spelke, 2004). On the other hand, the latter interpretation could

numbers to direct attentional focus using a target detection task with

be corroborated, for example, by the results of a study by Loetscher,

the cues composed of pairs of digits. They revealed that targets pre-

Schwarz, Schubiger, and Brugger (2008), who demonstrated more fre-

ceded by low-magnitude numbers had shorter RTs. Our results suggest

quent low-number production (via an RNG task) in participants when

that this allocation of attention to small numbers may also determine

they were rotating their head to the left, and high number production

memory processing of numerical material. An effect of magnitude on

when they rotated to the right. Nevertheless, some of the data from

RT similar to the one obtained here was also shown in Gut et al. (2012),

the literature may contradict this interpretation. Some authors have

in which the authors used a parity judgment task with low (1 and 2) and

provided examples of more frequent everyday experiences of dealing

high (8 and 9) numbers. On the contrary, Krause, Bekkering, Pratt, and

with multi-digit numbers (for a review see Nuerk et al., 2011). It has

Lindemann (2016) obtained the effect of number magnitude as well.

been also reported that decade numbers (10, 20, etc.) have a higher

However, the participants in their experiments reacted faster to high

frequency of occurrence in everyday life (Dehaene & Mechler, 1992)

(vs. low-) magnitude numbers. The authors employed a visual search

and play a special role in development of some mathematical abilities

task with one-digit numbers, which differed in physical size, numerical

(Siegler & Robinson, 1982).

magnitude, and color (in Experiment 2), were displayed simultane-

Some authors (see, e.g., Gevers, Ratinckx, De Baene, & Fias, 2006)

ously (as in our experiment), and arranged in a circle. Participants

interpret the differences between RTs to small versus large numbers as

were asked to detect the target digit, which differed in physical size

being related to the size effect (Buckley & Gillman, 1974), which refers

from distractors or was displayed in the same size but in a different

to the greater difficulty in comparing high magnitude numbers than

color. The purpose of their study was to examine the effect of interac-

low-magnitude ones (see Cohen Kadosh, Henik, & Rubinsten, 2008).

tion between physical and numerical magnitude on reaction time (the

Others (e.g., Dehaene et al., 1993) have noted that faster responses

congruity effect). They found that responses were faster to physically

to the digit 2 could be an effect of education practices: When we are

larger targets when they were numerically larger, too. Interestingly,

taught the definition of parity, we begin learning all even numbers with
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the number two. Thus, it could be concluded that faster reactions to 1

involved in parity judgment are dependent on the magnitude and con-

or 2 may be observed not only by assessing their parity, magnitude, or

gruency of the number used as the target. Namely, in the congruent

other features (which is clearly documented in the literature referred to

trials, the left hemisphere seemed to control the cognitive processing of

above), but what we proved in our experiment also by retrieval of nu-

low-magnitude numbers, whereas the right hemisphere supported the

merical material from STM. The lack of significant differences between

same processes with high magnitude numbers (see Salillas, El Yagoubi,

PCs for low- versus high magnitude numbers, which was inconsist-

& Semenza, 2008, for contrary results). The opposite pattern was found

ent with the pattern of RTs, suggests that participants retrieved low

for incongruent trials, in which conflict generated by the numbers

numbers more quickly but not necessarily more correctly. This could

activated the hemisphere contralateral to the spatial representation of

be explained in part by the position effect (see below), but it is also

the number. Based on this inconsistency and complexity in the results

possible that although participants generally remembered the side of

from studies on the brain basis of numerical cognition, as well as the

target presentation, they did not remember whether it was displayed

use of numerical tasks that differ from those used in our experiment, it

far on the right (or left) or rather on the right (left) but closer to the

is rather difficult to interpret our results in the context of manifestation

fixation point.

of a particular brain asymmetry pattern. It should still be considered

The Effect of the Side of Digit
Presentation

that in the experimental paradigm developed for this study the task
was not an estimation, calculation, or magnitude determination (for
which the brain biases have been investigated), but rather to memorize

A significant effect was also observed for the side of number presenta-

the spatial localization of a digit in a stimulus consisting of a set of

tion, both in RTs and PCs. Retrieval was more effective and efficient

numbers. This means that it is not reasonable to directly compare the

when the particular digit was located on the right side of the prime

effects obtained in a numerical memory task with the results from ex-

stimulus. This right side predominance is likely also the origin of the

periments using rather different types of tasks. However, hemispheric

SNARC effect only occurring for left-sided presentations (see below).

lateralization related to such processes is worthy further investigation.

This effect, which in fact indicates an advantage of right-hand responses,

The performance of such a memory task should involve the employ-

may be related to the right-handedness of participants. However, it has

ment of measurements obtained by psychophysiological techniques to

been shown that the spatial-numerical association is independent of

provide a further explanation of the presentation side effect that we

the hand dominance of participants when they react with both of their

observed here.

hands (Dehaene et al., 1993). Therefore, handedness should not influ-

It is also plausible that the shorter RTs and greater correctness of

ence the SNARC effect. Furthermore, a clear SNARC effect can also

retrieval of right-sided targets reflected a recency effect, which is re-

be obtained in tasks using one hand (e.g., Fischer et al., 2003; Santens

lated to STM processing (Deese & Kaufman, 1957). Namely, the digits

& Gevers, 2008). Thus, handedness does not seem to be a plausible

located on the right side of the stimuli are most likely scanned as the

explanation of these differences in RTs and PCs. The effect of side of

last items because of the left-to-right direction of stimulus examination

presentation may also be related to the functional brain lateralization

(see Nachshon, 1985; Nachson & Hatta, 2001) and the effect of direc-

of attention or memory processing of numbers (e.g., Knops, Nuerk,

tion of object counting preferences on the spatial-numerical association

Fimm, Vohn, & Willmes, 2006). The asymmetry obtained in our re-

(Opfer, Thompson, & Furlong, 2010; Shaki, Fischer, & Göbel, 2012). In

sults was characterized not only by a bias in RTs and PCs to targets

fact, it makes this sequence of digits similar to temporal sequences, as

presented on the right side but also by the facilitation of responses to

in the method used by Ginsburg and Gevers (2015) and in the other

low-magnitude numbers (described above). Some data from the litera-

studies on the ordinal position effect. Therefore, when the target ap-

ture have provided evidence of brain asymmetry in number cognition

pears, these recently stored digits are still pronounced and accessible in

processing. However, this lateralization pattern is task-dependent. For

STM, leading to faster responses and greater correctness of retrieval.

instance, right hemisphere domination has been observed for number

The pattern of the responses also suggests that for the digits

comparison and estimation, while the left hemisphere dominates in

presented on the right, retrieval is equally effective (always faster)

calculation (see Cohen & Dehaene, 1996), and even other reports have

independent of the congruity of the stimuli. The profile of the results

suggested a bilateral control of numerosity estimation (see Dormal,

indicates correspondence between the side effect and the differences

Andres, & Pesenti, 2008). A recent meta-analysis regarding the brain

observed in the interactions between (1) side and number magnitude

localization of regions engaged in different number tasks and their

and between (2) side and position. The former interaction is manifested

asymmetry index (Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011) indicated that the gen-

in the differences associated with the responses to low/high numbers

eral pattern of activations is even more complex. The laterality indices

displayed on the left/right side. Participants responded faster and more

calculated by authors demonstrate that left hemisphere dominance is

correctly to low than to high numbers but only in case of numbers

present in addition, but during subtraction, some areas manifest right-

presented on the left side; the same differences for digits displayed on

and some left-hemisphere preponderance or bilateral activation, and

the right were not significant. Thus, it can be concluded that we ob-

in multiplication, mainly right-sided regions are engaged. In Gut et

tained a clear SNARC effect for the left-sided presentations only and

al. (2012), which used event-related potentials, the authors obtained

that the effect for right-side presentations became indiscernible. Based

results suggesting that in each hemisphere, the brain mechanisms

on these results, one may conclude that the spatial representations of
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numbers on the MNL are crucial for retrieval of the numbers presented

and response can be inhibited or that the spatial-numerical asso-

on the left and that responses to the numbers presented on the right are

ciation is not sufficiently pronounced. This seems to be related to the

generally faster and more correct (irrespectively of their congruency).

distance effect (Moyer & Landauer, 1967; see also Zhang et al., 2016,

This is consistent with the effect of side independent of congruency.

who obtained the same pattern for names of colors) or maybe (more

In other words, in the trials in which a target number was presented

possibly) to the relationship between the size of the SNARC effect and

on the left, it seemed that its congruency determined the responses of

the number magnitude (Fias et al., 1996). Although the distance effect

the participants. In contrast, in the trials with the target displayed on

concerns the magnitude comparison condition, one may consider that

the right, it did not matter if it was congruent or incongruent. This

in a similar manner it is easier to recall the exact spatial position of the

“one-side” SNARC effect was also visible when studying the responses

numbers that are located far away from each other, both on the MNL

to high magnitude numbers displayed on the left versus the right side

and in the stored stimuli (which applies to the numbers 1, 2, 8, and 9).

(which is in fact the same as numbers displayed on the congruent vs.

Thus, our results provide confirmation that the SNARC effect is

incongruent side). We can see that participants needed more time to

not just the consequence of the relationship between side of number

respond, and that they made more errors during retrieval of high mag-

presentation, motor response and its number magnitude (position of

nitude numbers that were presented on the left (i.e., on the incongruent

its representation on the MNL), and they support the significance of

side) as opposed to the right (i.e., the congruent side). Therefore, this

the distance between processed numbers, as has been shown in many

difference seems to be a manifestation of the SNARC effect for high

other studies, corroborating the left-right horizontal orientation of the

magnitude numbers (the “SNARC effect for one side of the MNL”).

MNL. However, this study additionally found that these effects also

In the trials with low-magnitude numbers, the difference between the

affect the digit recall from STM. Other signs of the influence of exact

RTs for left- versus right-presented digits was small, and in fact, an ad-

number location were visible in the other interactions. Regarding the

ditional analysis revealed that it was not significant, which is consistent

medially displayed numbers, it did not matter whether the target had

with the main effect of magnitude. The specific role of small numbers

a low-, high, or middle magnitude, which again may suggest that there

and their faster processing (described above) may be one of the pos-

is no effect of magnitude in trials with targets presented closer to the

sible causes explaining this effect.

fixation point. Contrary to this finding, there were differences in the

However, another explanation of these differences should be con-

RTs and PCs for laterally presented targets because we obtained clearly

sidered as well. For one, the RTs to right-side presented digits were

faster (and more correct) responses to low numbers in comparison

faster. In addition, the size of the SNARC effect has been shown to

to high and middle ones. It is worth emphasizing that these interac-

depend on the response latencies. Specifically, the SNARC effect is

tions are in contradiction to the effect observed by Santens and Gevers

more pronounced in longer RTs (Gevers, Verguts, Reynvoet, Caessens,

(2008), who used one-handed responses with keys located more later-

& Fias, 2006). Hence, it could be argued that the generally greater la-

ally (labelled far) and more medially (defined as close) to the central

tencies of responses to the left-sided targets elicited the SNARC effect,

key. They showed that all low-magnitude numbers were associated

whereas in the trials with right-sided targets this effect was weakened.

with close responses and high magnitude ones with far responses.

The Effect of Exact Position in the
Stimulus

Moreover, it should be noted that this low-close and high-far association was independent of the side (left/right) of the motor reactions,
which means, for example, that high magnitude numbers were linked

Another observed result was the significant effect of the exact position

with the far response key even when that key was located on the left

of the target in the prime stimulus and the interactions of this factor

side. Our results demonstrated that in the trials with more lateral pres-

with the others. We hypothesized that the spatial-numerical associa-

entation of numbers (which required far responses) the reactions of

tion would be more noticeable in conditions of more lateral presenta-

the participants were generally faster to congruent than to incongruent

tion, what was based on the relationship between the strength of the

targets (but they were not faster for high than for low numbers as these

SNARC effect and the distance of the processed number from the

authors reported). This is again confirmation of the importance of the

middle point of the numerical interval (Wood et al., 2008). The results

task demands and how expected responses to stimuli were defined.

suggest that this may have been true in our study. First, we can see

When we examine the interaction between the position, side, and

that there were faster responses to numbers displayed on the congruent

magnitude, we can see that the exact position of the number in the

side, especially in the trials with targets placed in more lateral positions

stimulus determines the RT and PC only when it is presented on the

in the prime stimulus, whereas the numbers displayed closer to the

congruent side. In contrast, for incongruent localization, the differenc-

fixation point (representing the centre of the one to nine interval) did

es between the RTs (and PCs) for medially versus laterally presented

not evoke a visibly pronounced spatial-numerical relationship. This

numbers were not significant. How could these results be considered as

finding could be described as another “partial” SNARC effect—in this

a manifestation of an interaction between LTM and STM resources in

case, the SNARC effect for lateral positions. Second, we also observed

this type of task performance? For numbers that are stored in STM in

that the participants responded faster in general when the targets were

positions that are congruent with their mental representations on the

displayed more laterally. This finding suggests that when a number is

MNL (stored in LTM), the exact position matters and modulates the

displayed too close to the centre of the numerical interval, the recall

responses of the participants, whereas in the case of incongruent trials,
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the exact localization of the target number has no effect on RTs and

tude numbers. Therefore, it seems that we have shown two additional

PCs. Additionally, as a consequence, in the trials with low numbers, the

manifestations of the SNARC effect revealed within pairs of numbers.

differences between the reactions to laterally versus medially displayed

We cannot exclude the possibility that this is an effect of a strategy for

targets mirrored the pattern obtained for high numbers. This is an-

memorizing the presented stimuli. In other words, it is possible that

other example that the SNARC effect is modulated by the instructions

participants divided the displayed row of numbers into two pairs of

for the current task.

one-digit numbers in STM. Thus, within each pair, one of the num-

However, it is interesting that the same factor (position) did not in-

bers was on the left and the other was on the right. Consequently, the

fluence the correctness of the response. This observation suggests that

presentation of a number on its congruent side shortened the RT in

it is easier to evoke reactions to laterally presented numbers; however,

the retrieval process particularly when it was displayed laterally on that

as a consequence, some of the fast responses may be incorrect. On the

side. Moreover, this number together with the second one of the pair

one hand, this is a typical consequence of using tasks with RT meas-

generated a SNARC effect for half of the memorized prime stimuli. If

urements. However, it should be noted that the effect of competition

this is a reflection of a memory strategy, this additional SNARC effect

between RT and correctness has not been reported in studies on the

is undoubtedly further proof of the influence of MNL on task perform-

SNARC effect, as RTs are often positively correlated with PCs (Dehaene

ance. However, in addition to the strategy used for STM processing,

et al., 1993; Fias et al., 1996). On the other hand, this could be inter-

this issue is worth further examination with control over the use of

preted as indicating that there is a faster preparation of responses to a

particular pairs of digits as the stimuli in the same type of task.

number when the participant is sure that it was located, for example,

We should consider one more possible strategy of memorizing

on the left side of the prime stimulus but is unsure where exactly—

that could have led to the obtained effects. It is likely that partici-

laterally or medially on the left. This means that in the case of numbers

pants facilitated memory processing by grouping the stored material

displayed on the left responding with the left hand is facilitated, but

into 2 two-digit numbers. If so, we have to account for the influence

the reaction may not be compatible with the precise position in the

of several effects that are attributed to multi-digit numbers that may

stimulus. Another reason for the lack of an effect in PCs with a coexist-

have affected the task performance as well as some specifics of multi-

ing effect on RTs could be, unfortunately, the difference in physical size

numbers processing (for a review see Nuerk et al., 2011). On the one

between the response keys, as the Shift keys are larger than the keys

hand, the SNARC effect has been reported in two-digit numbers as

used for responses to medially presented targets. Therefore, the shorter

well (Tlauka, 2002). On the other hand, for example, Zhou, Chen,

RTs for numbers in a lateral position may simply be a consequence

Chen, and Dong (2008) observed the SNARC effect only for decade

of the shifting of attentional focus towards these keys. Furthermore,

digits. In fact, the pattern of distance effect, SNARC effect, and mag-

the significance of congruency in targets presented laterally may be a

nitude (size) effect obtained for two-digit numbers is dependent not

manifestation of compatibility between physical size and the number

only on the magnitude of an entire number but also on the magnitude

magnitude because of the relationship between the size effect and the

of decade and unit numbers as well as their relationship (Nuerk et al.,

distance effect (see Cohen Kadosh et al., 2008) as well as an interfer-

2011). It should be stressed that the specificity of multi-digit number

ence between physical size and numerical magnitude in the magnitude

processing has been extensively examined for different tasks such as

comparison task (Henik & Tzelgov, 1982). The potential effect of size of

parity judgment, magnitude comparison, number matching, or nam-

the response keys is worth taking into account in future studies.

ing and calculation (for a review see Nuerk et al., 2011), but the role of

There was one additional finding from the three-factor interaction

the mentioned effects in memory processing remains rather unclear.

between magnitude, position, and side of presentation. We can see that

This does not mean, however, that we should rule out the possibility

in the case of low-magnitude numbers, participants reacted faster and

that the way two-digit numbers are processed can affect the memory

more accurately when the numbers were presented more peripherally

processing of single one-digit numbers such as those used in our

on the left than when they were displayed more medially on the left.

paradigm. The storage and retrieval of digits could be affected by, for

Generally, presentation of a low number on the left side is a clear ex-

example, compatibility between the decade digit (the left of the pair)

ample of a congruent condition. However, for each pair of one-digit

and the unit digit (the right one, see Nuerk, Weger, & Willmes, 2001,

numbers presented on the same side of the prime stimulus, only one

2002, 2004). In addition, parity effects specific to multi-digit numbers

could be low and the other was middle or high (see Method section).

might influence task performance: first, the more effective processing

Therefore, this would indicate that a low number presented laterally on

of even numbers (Hines, 1990), and second, the fact that in two-digit

the left is congruent, and the other number of the pair consequently

numbers the parity of the unit digit defines the parity of the whole

had to be incongruent. The difference between the mean RTs and PCs

number (Reynvoet, Notebaert, & Van den Bussche, 2011). The ques-

for these two numbers in the pair was significant, whereas there were

tion of strategies in memorizing and retrieving of numerical informa-

no such differences in trials with small numbers presented on the

tion becomes important when we consider that in the task used in our

right (medially or laterally), despite the reverse stimulus pattern. In

paradigm the participants were asked to remember the spatial position

those situations, the low number presented laterally on the right was

of not one but four digits. Consequently, we are not sure whether there

incongruent and the other number in the pair had to be congruent.

was an effect of the magnitude and congruency of the other 3 one-digit

Furthermore, we obtained an exactly mirrored pattern for high magni-

numbers in the prime stimulus (or, at least, the two that are in the pair
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displayed on the opposite side of the prime stimulus). We can imagine
that despite the requirements of retrieving only the target digit, the

Footnotes

other numbers are also still processed and, thus, their magnitudes may

1

Additionally, all analyses were performed using another cut-off value

have interfered with target retrieval. This effect has been confirmed, for

to check whether the results did not change considerably. We have

example, in a study that used distractor digits that elicited congruent/

run the analysis on mean RTs after exclusion of all responses +/- 2 SD

incongruent response decisions (Nuerk, Bauer, et al., 2005). All of the

from each individual’s mean score. However, the change of the cut-off

above-mentioned factors which may be related to possible strategies

value did not change the profile of obtained results and statistically

applicable in the process of storage and retrieval of numbers are worth

significant effects.

considering in future studies. Another factor which was not controlled
in our procedure but could modify the results is the type of sequence
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